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Foreword

The stunning changes in the complexion of International politics that began
late in the decade of the 1980s and continue today will profoundly affect the
American military establishment as a whole, and the US Air Force in particular.
Decisions about the future course of the military will be made in the early part
of the 1990s which will essentially determine the course of the US Air Force well
into the next century. Decisions of such importance require thoughtful con-
sideration of all points of view.

This report is one in a special series of CADRE Papers which address many of
the issues that decision makers must consider when undertaking such momen-
tous decisions. The list of subjects addressed in this special series is by no means
exhaustive, and the treatment of each subject is certainly not definitive. However.
the papers do treat topics of considerable importance to the future of the US Air
Force, treat them with care and originality, and provide valuable insights.

We believe this special series of CADRE Papers can be of considerable value to
policyrnakers at all levels as they plan for the US Air Force and its role in the
so-called postcontalnment environment.

DENNIS . DREW. Col, USAF
Director
Airpower Research Ihstitute
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Executive Summary

Since World War II, senior commanders have been at the forefront of move-
ments to unify the preparation and employment of land, sea, and air forces in
support of national policy. Differing views on ways and means for unifying
national defense, however, have imposed compromises on parent legislation,
nurtured redundancy in roles and missions, and fed interservice rivalry. One
consequence is that national policy sometimes asked more from the armed forces
than joint doctrine was prepared to give. The fragmented application of air power
during the Korean and Vietnam wars are but two examples. Beneficially,
however, the past 40 years of sharing in national defense have been building
blocks toward greater unity. The coalition victory in Operation Desert Storm-
coming in the wake of the Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganiza-
tion Act of 1986-proves that unified military power wins wars, that superior US
military force can achieve limited political objectives when the strategy. the arms,
and the doctrines are in harmony. That historical precedent commits future
military campaigns to combined arms and places a high premium on doctrinal
commonality. Desert Storm reaffirmed the efflcacy of Air Force doctrine within
the framework of three-dimensional warfare. For maximum effect on the outcome
of battle, air power must be planned and executed according to a single integrated
campaign plan, under the direction of a supreme commander. Air power's
lethality demands early victory over the enemy's air forces. Air operations must
be synergistic with surface forces to achieve military objectives. Joint training
must assure compatibility of forces and methods. The stellar performance of
stealth aircraft and precision-guided weaponry in Desert Storm Is unparalleled
In military history. In the final analysis. however, high technology is no better
than the doctrine or the strategy that employs it.

ix
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Chapter 1

Introduction

HISTORICAL patterns for the develop- forces. The first radical change was to
ment and employment of the armed 'Nuclear Deterrence." which President
forces since World War II suggest that Harry S Truman introduced at the outset
unity in national defense is an essential of the cold war in the late 1940s. And
counterbalance to institutional ambi- President Dwight D. Elsenhower's "New
tions for doctrinal integrity, force com- Look" and 'Massive Retaliation" policies
position. and force modernization. The continued to emphasize nuclear deter-
quest for unity is a continuum, but the rence--to the virtual exclusion of other
post-World War 1I trend charts reflect military options--through the 1950s.
three well-defined milestones that have The second pronounced shift came in
changed the way the military estab- 1961 when President John F. Kennedy's
lishment organizes for war. prepares for *Flexible Response' refocused national
war, and goes to war. Each milestone policy away from the exclusivity of
marks the enactment of landmuark legis- nuclear deterrence to flexible military
latlon: (I) the National Security Act of power more capable of responding to all
1947: (2) the Department of Defense levels of aggression, For nearly two
Reorgantzation Act of 1958: and (3) the decades after the withdrawal of US firces
Goldwater-Nichols Act. The yields (to the fronm Vietnam in 1973, flexible response
efficacy of Anerican air power) from this has matured as a viable nitional strategy.
40-year Investment in reformn legislation, A review of the trends In the anred
which Include elfects on roles and mils- forces since World War I! reveals that
sions. onl force modernization, and on the military unlty legislation has not always
employment of air forces. are relevant to coalesced with changes in national
force planning. These yields mid their policy: nor have legislation and national
correlation with national policy form the policy been consistently coalescent with
backdrop for this paper, which offers his- the plans, aims, and atibitions of the
torical background as a foundation for military services. To the contrary. legLa-
studies relating to future force depar- lation and policy have often forced
tures. wrenching compromises onl oe or more

Military unification must be resilient if of the services: and they have fueled in-
it is to conform to the changing faces of terservice rivalries. While political coin-
national policy, which ultimately defines plnmlse has been esseritial In the process
the external threat to national security, of making natninal policy and legislating
decides the fate of defense budgets. and reforms, the ultimate conpromitses come
determines how the arnied forces are to from the services themselves. But while
be used. Although adjustments routinely legislated changes and policy adjust-
follow new administrations Into the White wents have not been perfect, they have
House. two post-World War I1 periods been useful in building toward greater
saund out as transformations in how the Joint readiness and intempembity of the
govertment purported to use Its armed armed forces.
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Chapter 2

The National Security Act of 1947

THE United States Air Force. as we know promise. Afterward. it remained clear
It today. was born of exceptional corn- that most Navy oMcers and some in the
promises by the Army and the Navy. Army had accepted compromise grudg-
Having validated the independent roles of lngly.
strategic air power In World War II. the Anxiety had built among naval officers
antecedent Army Air Forces had entered that creating a single Department of
the postwar world confident of its Defense and an independent air force
doctrine and Its ultimate destiny, but would rob them of organic fleet aviation-
uncertain of the Immediate future. Only a prospect so grim that it threatened to
because senior Army leaders (most wreck the Navy's postwar planning.
notably generals George C. Marshall. America's top World War II admiral.
Dwight D. Eisenhower. and Oinar N. Ernest J. King. was said to have shown
Bradley) broke with tradition to back an almost pathological suspicion of any-
their airmen's drive for autonomy was it thing In the form of an atdonomous air
possible to gain the political leverage that force.' Even after the Savy accepted the
President Harry STruman needed to reor- compromise leading to enactment of the
ganize the national defense structure and new law, Admiral King (then retired) con-
to establish the US Air Force in Septem- demned it. To classify air power as a
ber 1947.' separate entity was a itUtile gesture, King

Enactment of the NaUonal Security Act argued, because aviation was dependent
of 1947 climaxed months of debate over on the earth's surface for Its opM aUMIS.
the merits of un*" the arned forces In King's view,. military aviation (includ-
and creating an autonomous air arm. Ing the atomic bomb) was just another
Senior army generals argued for unifica- weapon to be integrated Into the Army
tion: Navy admirals argued against It. A and the Navy.?
dictum by General Eisenhower In 1946 So much has been written about the
that the Army belonged on the ground. interservice differences of 1945)-49 (the
not In the air. was a serious setback for uneasy Key West-Newport agreements
ground commanders who pLAced high and the acrimonious -.-evolt of the ad-
value on dedicated air support and who mlralse that these do not need full htet-
were not so ready to part with organic ment here. The crux of these diflerences
aviation resources. But Ar"y officers was that each mllltazy sevice was n
who doubted the wisdom of creathig a to adjust Its roles and missions to the new
separate air force were not an obstacle to order of global security ond atomic
passing the disputed legislation because weaponry. The Navy. like the Army. had
Eisenhower enjoined them to support embarked on a postwar course that wouId
defense reorganization and a separate air radically change Its traditional outlook
forve. Senior Navyoflloe, however, were toward air power. However. the Navy's
so opposed to the concept of unification views toward reform appeared to be more
that PresIdent Truman had to force com- IntMvted than those of the Arma. Air-

3
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minded admirals were convinced from March and August 1948. respectively-to
their wartime experience that the atomic iron out their differences. These meet-
age had thrust naval air power to the fore ings reconfirmed that primary respon-
of Navy operations, forcing them to sibilities for the strategic air mission were
rethink doctrine. Previously valuing vested in the Air Force and those for
aircraft carriers almost solely for their control of the seas belonged to the Navy.
contributions to fleet warfare, naval plan- The Navy's plans for sharing in the
ners now envisioned employing them in a strategic air roie were protected by the
more global strategic role. Realizing that assignment of collateral responsibilities
the great fleet engagements of World War to each of the services. The Army. except
11 were likely the last of their kind. naval for its retention of a few light planes for
planners argued for more powerful car- observation and artillery spotting and a
tiers. They wanted the capability to budding interest in helicopters, agreed
strike Inland targets on large landmasses that tihe USAF should have primary
like the Soviet Union and Communist responsibility for providing air support to
China, the two powers which emerged as land forces."
the most dangerous threats to Interna- Within the new Air Force. (here were
tional security. This revised thitking put doubts about the wisdom of dividing thie
the Navy in direct comnpetition with the USAF into functional commands
land-based strategic air fo'ces.4 (strategic, tactical, air defense): but Gent

Senior Air Force officers believed thelt Carl Spaatz. the USAWs founding chief of
comiprontiles had been as great as those staff. was cottilltted to General Eisen-
of the Army or the Navy. but they knew hower, who wanted a tactical air com-
that the legislation (Teating the USAF was mand to support the ground forces.
the best they could get. Some. however. General Spitatz sald that fie and Geneeral
perceived it as in -unfortunate COin- Eslenhowr %;re lit agrlenient on this
promise' that would duplicate roles and atrangellaent--that It was a mutual tin-
missions, especlaily between the Air derstanding between them. LI (;en
Fortce and the Navy. therefore intensify)ng Elwood R (*Mte') Quesada, TAC'S firs,
Intlt.•,,ce rivalry rather than atuehorat- commander. said It ..ds a tinn c-initut-
Ilng it President Trnman's Executive ment without which Eiisnhower would
Order 9877. sdoted along with tihe Na- Inot have supported an Indepe.radent
tional Security Act. pmresribed the furnc- USAF. Some airmen saw tins as a com-
tions and roles of the anmed servic, m promise of the U AJs doctrine of in-
tieause it left much open to Interpreta- divisible air power: 'An air force to
tion. it was in contention alOiw lmniedi- niaintain Its own intlrtly must be so
ately., controlled as never to lose. its essental

Differmt*nes over the execulivo order's character a% a single force." if this was a
general assignient of rspornsibliltles comprolnise to the Atmy. It was tut endur-

'ere largely betlute the Navy and the Air ing one---as sone airmrn thought it
Force. with the. Marine Corps siding with ould be.'
Its parent service, and hlie Asay support- arckti suffitient atonmi capabilities
ing its foroxn ainnen. Alter the Navy at this Juncture in thie cold war, thie
challenged the Air Force's exclusive USAF's strategic air forces nonetheless
reponsibillty for strategic air operatUms. Idrmed the foundation for President
including the d4lvery of atomli bombs. Thtant's pollcy of nuclear detetrrene.
the service chlefs met with Secretuy of Th1e Air Force's pro-ureme-tl of 3-36 In-
Iefense James V. Forrestal-At Key West. terontinent-al bombers was consistent
florida. and Newpot. Rhode Island. ita with this polky. Althougha d" Intmierf•e
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B-36 design was controversial even in combat: Navy and Marine Corps
within the USAF, the huge bomber was doctrine preserved the integrity of their
state of the art. The Navy's plans to build combined arms, including organic air
a giant supercarrier, the USS United support capabilities uniquely trained and
States, were also consistent with the configured to perform their services' task-
president's policy. But the Navy's com- Ings. It was late in the war before the
promise became one of anguish in 1949 Navy and the Marine Corps compromised
when Secretary of Defense Louis A. on this delicate issue, and neither service
Johnson cancelled the supercarrier be- ever fully accepted the Air Force position
cause the austere pre-Korean War budget on centralized control?
simply would not support both programs. The Army's supreme commanders in
When funds became available after the World War 11 (General Eisenhower in
outbreak of hostilities, the Navy's super- Europe and Gen Douglas Mac.Arthur in
carrier was reinstated." the Pacific) became advocates of centrally

The Korean War seemed to confirn one controlled air power (with decentralized
of the paradoxes of nuclear deterrence. execution) because It gave theater coni-
Military strategists generally agreed that manders the flexibility to concentrate air
America's meager nuclear arsenal might resources when and where they would be
defer general war, but would not deter all most effective against the enemy. This
wars per se, Moreover, the decision not trend continued in Korea, with General
to use nuclear wealons in Korea created MacArthur and tucce.ssive United Na-
spelculation that such a policy might lions (UN) eom 'ucinders in chief support-
make small wars even more likely. A lng the USAF doctrine. A knowledgeable
niore distinct paradox was apparent lit air coiwnander was deemed the most
joint plans and operations, which were logical person to advise on the application
intended to unify the action.% ofthe arnn of air power. anti to plan and direct
forcm but which had soine opposite ef- employment of the air forces wherever the
feels in Korea. Moving away from traltd- theater eomntander needed them. Too.
tlonal roles, the Navy partlciplted fully in air resources were not unlimited, so
tile Korean War (where there was too eronoinly of force would not lpermlit dis-
etteney fleet and tonttrol of the seas was sipaling tiemn it ways that would be. in-
niever In question) and the Marine Corps effletive or elf-defeating•.0
fought alo"tgside ArMy divisions In a sus- Not as sold on the virtes of entraliled
tamed ground camnlpain. Joint planning control. howevr., was the lower-echelon
to emtloy fores froth each of tle services. battlefield comnmnander, whoe vitson
regardle•. of te imi-ttre or s•cpe of ile netessarily was fixed ont tile Combat
conflict. was nrot a bad thing-4t made situation at hand and who under-
substantially more firepower available standably wanted all tihe available
but it alto lendedt to exttarbt•te problea,4. lIrepower hr cotuld mntster In suppxort of
of service rtva-hy where they could be least the troops in battle. Partly beeaue of
tolerated--oi tile bat tiletld. lis localized view. and partly trexatse of

Th1e inleruixing of service dolcrines in Inadequate Jolint air-ground training.
Karma compounded the problem for tie misunderstandings occurted betiwee, air
joint employment of air power. USAF and ground coammander during the Int-
doctrine requlmr I te air conmponent con- tatl fighting Ill Korlea: and there were
tuatider (On this em.e, a USAF gneral I in"S whuie groutnd cnanimsnders were
answfering directly to thie Arny thwater disaPllinted with the level of air sulpport
couilander) to rcintrol air forces froin all tI1y rem.ived. titfwinaie ier(-(1)ion
services when they we emnp)layedJountly persisted that the Air Force had negleore'd
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its responsibilities for supporting the by enemy air forces--an advantage they
land forces--a perception aggravated by enjoyed for the duration of the conflict.1 2

envy of the dedicated air support existing Within the permissive air environment
within Marine Corps units. Because of of the Korean War, the expanded use of
the stringent defense budget, the Air helicopters and light planes was a
Force's pre-Korean War efforts to catalystforrebuildingtheArmy'saviation
strengthen Its strategic air capabilities infrastructure. In 1949, the Army and
had been at the expense of other Air Force chiefs of staff had signed an
capabilities, including tactical air sup- agreement setting weight and operational
port.'1  restrictions on Army aircraft, but sub-

sequent agreements in 1951-52 adjusted
Offsetting the initial air-ground the limits to allow greater Army latitude

problems was the fact that USAF's in aircraft development. The adjust-
strategic bombing operations had a direct ments revealed Army dissatisfaction with
impact on the enemy's ability to sustain perceived USAF shirking of its air support
the ground battle. Also. centralized con- responsibilities, Army intent to progres-
trol permitted employing the bombers in sively upgrade its own air capabilities.
direct support of land forces when neces- and Air Force awareness that conces-
sary. The Air Force performed the full sions favoring more progress in Army
range of air missions in Korea: air supe- aviation were unavoidable. The Army's
riority, interdiction, strategic bombing, growing commitment to the task of mod-
close air support, air transport, mad ernizing its air complement supported an
reconnaissance. Air Force fighters, aided observation by Lt Gen Ira C. Eaker that
by Navy fighters, gained air superiority the National Security Act of 1947 had
early In the war, giving the UN ground perpetuated four different air forces: Air
forces freedom to maneuver unhampered Force, Navy, Marine Corps, and Army.13
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Chapter 3

The New Look in Nuclear Deterrence

AFrER fulflling a campaign pledge to end Stratofortresses. Two years later, SAC
the Korean War. President Dwight D. upgraded air refueling support for the
Eisenhower's administration undertook bomber forces by replacing obsolescent
an extensive review, known as *New tanker aircraft with new KC- 135s.2
Look." of the nation's post-Korean War To a lesser extent, the Air Force
military posture. The result was a sharp modernized its tactical air forces duting
reduction in the services' expansion the last half of the 1950s by equipping
programs except for those contributing them with new Century-series Jet fighters
directly to the sustainment of strong (F-100.s F-104s. and F-105s). Although
nuclear deterrence. The nuclear threat to the Korean War Influenced their design,
free-world security had grown since these new tactical planes were configured
detection of the first Soviet atomic blast almost exclusively for the delivery of
in 1949, making strategic deterrence an nuclear weapons until the 1958 crises in
even more critical Item on the president's Lebanon and Taiwan revealed a need for
national defense agenda. Eisenhower's greater flexibility in US military readi-
"New Look was intended to strengthen ness, especially a need for more modem,
the US nuclear shield against Communist and specialized, conventional
aggression and to build up the conven- capabilt~ies. Generally, the USAF pos-
tional forces of weaker allied nations. ture of the mild-to-late 1950s was predi-
Polcymakers hoped this would enable cated on the assumption that weapons for
the Allies to cope with Ire- J ecurlty general war were adequate for employ-
problems without having to .1 td was- ment in lesser contingencies3.
sive US intervention. This. in turn, would Part of USArs budget also went to the
permit the United States to radically strategic and tactical airlift fleets, but
reduce the size of its standing force, with there were complaints from the Army that
compatible reductions in the defense the Air Force was not doing enough in
budget.' providing airlift support to the ground

For the remainder of Eisenhower's two forces. Rep Mendel Rivers (D-S.C,)
terms in office, the administration's firm chaired a special subcommittee in 1960
commitment to nuclear deterrence to study the Issue and reconunended.
produced annual military budgets that among other tlins. that the Air Force do
were lopsided in favor of the strategic air more to modernize its airlift forces. The
forces. During the immediate post- strategic airlift forces received a boost in
Korean War years. nearty half of the total the early 1960s when the first Air Force
defense budget went to the Air Force. with jet transport (C-135 Stratollfler) entered
the largest share spent on moderning the inventory.'
and maintaining a strong strategic poe- In keeping with national policy. the
ture. A milestone was reached in 1955 other services sought a larger role in
when the Strategic Air Command began nuclear deterrence. Although the
equipping its bomb wing with new B-52 strategic air forces were the mainsupring
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for deterrence, all of the services shared sistently and forcefully against a national
an interest in air and surface tactical policy they perceived as overreliant on the
nuclear weapons, which were part of the nuclear option to deter war."
)obal strategy and were deployed to for- Disturbed by an apparent trend within

ward overseas areas as early as the sum- the Air Force to expend vast sums to build
mer of 1952. With the rise of missile costly strategic weapons at the expense of
technology in the 1950s. the Air Force other USAF programs, especially those
gained exclusive responsibility for the that were to be earmarked for the direct
development of intercontinental ballistic support of ground forces, Army planners
missiles (ICBM) but the Army and the became even more interested in the per-
Navy competed in developing missiles celved advantages of organic Army avia-
having less than intercontinental range. tion. During his years as chief of staff.
In 1956, Secretary of Defense Charles E. General Taylor led Army tdinking on a
Wilson imposed a 200-mile limit on the path that arrived eventually at the
range of stirface-to-surface nissiles doorstepof balanced nuclear &nd conven-
developed by the Army, but the Navy's tional capabilities, better known as
development of Intermediate-range bal- 'Flexible Response." Evolving Army
listic missiles continued apace., doctrine also embraced the greater

The Navy. which commissioned Its first mobility afforded ground forces by state-
supercarrier and Its first nuclear- of-the-art helicopters-a technology that
powered submarine in the mid-1950s, the Air Force had all but abandoned.
became the USAFs strongest competitor Revised directives on Army-Air Force
in nuclear anus development. While the roles and missions Issued by Secretary of
Air Force concentrated Its research and Defense Wilson In 1956 and 1957 indi-
development on Atlas and Titan ICBMs. cated an Air Force willingness for the
which became operational In 1959, the Army to assuime a greater responsibility
Navy's efforts centered on fielding its new for its own combat air support capability.
submarlne-launcied Polaris tnissiles. The Air Force seemed conitent with
The Polaris was an intermediate-range upgrading Its nuclear capabilities while
ballistic missile, but the mobility and reducing its conventional comnltinent.*
reach of its underwater platform gave it As Interservice rivalry continued tin-
strategic range, Along with the ICBMs abated and service chiefs remained split
and the B-52s. the Navy's Polaris became on critical defense issues, President
a vital leg of the nation's strategic triad,* Eisenhower started hils second term with

The Army's troop strength suffered the admonition that disunity within the
most under "New Look" reductions. anned forces must end. Subsequently, at
Since Eisenhower intended that credible the president's urging. Congress passed
deterrence keep the country sale from the Defense Reorganizaition Act of 1958
involvement In another Korean-style war, for the purpose of building greater unity
he saw no need ior a large standingArny. into the military stnucture. L)urhtg ear-
The consequent reduction in Anuy force her debates, thie Air Force argued for a
levels at a time when tie nuclear stars of single military service, which was
the Air Force and Navy were rising was a vigorously opposed by the Army and the
difficult compromise for Armw generals. Navy. President Eisenhower also favored
Two successive Army chiefs of staff, a single force, but knew it was politi"ally
generals Matthew H. Rldgway (1953-55) Infeasible. The reorganization that the
and Maxwell D. Taylor (1955-59). were pcesident and Congress settled on was
among the severest critics of one that centrallzed greater authority
Eisenhower's policie. They argued con- within tie secretary of defenses office
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and delegated full ol ',rational control of Despite the lessons of the Lebanon and
assigned forces to unified and specified Taiwan crises In 1958. which revealed
combatant commanders. The institu- serious problems in conducting joint
tional roles of the service chiefs essen- operations (again involving forces from all
tially were reduced to providing services) and deficiencies in employing
combat-ieady forces to the combatant conventional arms, General Taylor was
commanders and to giving these respec- dismayed to find the administration no
tive forces whatever support they re- more receptive to his ideas of flexible
quired.9  response than when he introduced them

Unfortunately, the military reform that in 1955. One reason for the resistance to
was enacted into law in 1958 was not the Taylor's ideas was that the nature of the
panacee that Eisenhower intended. It perceived threat had not changed. The
certainly did rot heal the polarization Soviet Union, which concentrated the
between the Army and the Air Force that bulk of its military spending on strategic
was caused by the administration's corn- arms, remained the foremost threat to
mintment to massive retaliation and the world security. Consequently, the ad-
USAF'% domninat role in this strategy. ministration believed that its highest
The sense of isolation that Army leaders defense priority was to build and main-
felt In the Joint arena, not unlike that of tam forces that were a credible deterrent
the Navy in the wake of World War II, did to the Soviet threat. Also, the secretary
rot change with the reorganization, of defense and the other members of the
General Taylor and the Army staff chafed Joint Chiefs of Staff still believed that the
under the impression that the secretary weapons used for deterrence could effec-
of defense and the chairman of the Joint tively assist allies in coping with local
Chiefs of Staff (USAF Gen Nathan F. aggression. This trend continued
Twitting) paid little attention to th-Ir ob- through the end of Eisenhower's second
jecelons or rcorm-e*-atB..,s. General presidential term, until President John F.
Taylor struggled to reverse this trend Kennedy took the oath of office on 20
duting h~s fo-,r years as Army chief of January 1961."
staff, but to no availl'
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Chapter 4

The New Frontier and Flexible Response

WHILE he was serving in the US Senate, capabilities that could respond effectively
John F. Kennedy's thoughts on national to the full range of commitments from
security and those of a growing number lower levels of conflict to nuclear war.
of his colleagues were influenced by After the Berlin crisis and the Bay of Pigs
General Taylor's strategy of flexible fiasco in Cuba tested Kennedy's early
response, which was articulated in the presidency, he brought Taylor out of
general's book The Uncertain Trumpet fol- retirement to be his special military ad-
lowing his retirement in 1959. During visor on defense matters. Subsequently.
his subsequent presidential campaign, the president named Taylor to replace the
Kennedy used Taylor's criticisms and Army's Gen Lyman L. Lemnltzer as chair.
other detractions like Fidel Castro's Com- man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.2 For a
munist takeover in Cuba and reports of general officer to return from retirement
an alleged *missile gap" between the to become chairman of the JCS was un-
Soviet Union and the United States precedentedlnAmerlcanmilltaryhistory.
(derived partly from Soviet Premier NIkIta General Taylor's strong influence on
Khrushchev's missile-rattling boasts of the military policies of the Kennedy ad-
the late 1950s) to punctuate his attacks ministration did not bode well for the
against Elsenhoweres policy of massive strategic-minded Air Force. Neither did
retaliation. Only days before Kennedy's the management style of Secretary of
Inauguration, a bellicose Khrushchev Defense Robert S. McNamara. whose
declaration of Soviet support for 'wars of early decisions were thought by Air Force
national liberation" convinced the presi- leaders to be influenced more by systems
dent-elect that his blueprint of a *New analysis than by sound military advice.
Frontier" strategy for the country was the A premier bomber commander in World
right one.' War II, and credited with having built

Kennedy's new frontier brought some Strategic Air Command Into a formidable
fresh approaches to government service, nuclear force. Gen Curtis E. LeMay be-
including such Initiatives as a rein- came the odd man out when he replaced
vigorated space program, the Peace Corps Gen Thomas D. White as Air Force chief
to help the people of emerging nations, of staff inJuly 1961. Even before the new
and the start of arms reduction talks with frontier, there was speculation that
the Soviet Union. There were tome dras- strategic missiles had made manned
tic changes In store for the armed forces, bombers obsolete (both Eisenhower and
Except for his keen Interest In counterin- Khrushchev had sounded this theme),
surgency forces as a means of dealing and these doubts grew stronger in the
with Khrushchev's *wars of national early days of the new administration.
liberation,' Kennedy's mnilitary strategy President Kennedy cancelled the Air
was founded on the principles of flexible Force's B-70 Valkyrle advanced bomber
response espoused by General Taylor. program, which had been under develop.
Essentially. this meant building military ment since 1954. and cut the procure.
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ment of another wing of B-52s from the World War If-vintage aircraft to Vietnam
defense budget. The Navy's strategic to train the South Vietnamese. Despite
programs were also cut back when the the emphasis on nuclear deterrence,
president cancelled production of a there had been rapid growth in Army
nuclear-powered aircraft carrier. aviation during the 1950s. From an in-

After General Taylor oversaw a ventory of under 1.000 light planes and
reevaluation of defense requirements in helicopters in 1950. the Army had ac-
1961. President Kennedy placed a high quired over 5,000 aircraft of 15 different
priority on building up general purpose varieties by 1960. In addition to its plans
forces to deal with situations like the for an airmobility force that would be
threat of conventional war in Europe transported and supported by armed
(heightened by the Berlin crisis and the helicopters, the Army also procured two
Soviet buildup in conventional arms) and fixed-wing aircraft (the OV- I Mohawk
the threats of limited or brushfire wars. and the CV-2B Caribou transport) that
At the same time, Kennedy had in- were exceptions to existing agreements
structed Taylor to develop counterinsur- between the two services. The Mohawk
gency forces that could support friendly was especially controversial since it could
governments burdened with internal be used as an attack or electronic survell-
strife from Communist insurgents. Ken- lance platform in addition to its prinmary
nedy believed that special capabilities role of visual reconnaissance. Secretary
were needed to counter a rise of guerrilla MeNamara's belief that each service
activity in such places as Central America should develop whatever unique
and Southeast Asia.4  capabilities it needed to wage successful

Airmen outside of the Strategic Air limited or sublimited warfare turned the
Command welcomed the changes. Those jungles of Vietnam into a virtual
In Tactical Air Comnmand-the USAP's laboratory for arms development from
lone proponent of flexible response in the 1961 until well after escaation of the war
1950•--had felt stifled by the overpower- in 1965.0
tIg influence of the strategic air forces. When Lyndon B. Johnson took office
As President Kennedy's militaty policies following Kennedy's assassination in
took root in 1961-62. there was a turn- 1963, he continued the slain president's
about in the USAF as the tactical air military policies, He also retained key
forces gained prominence in the conven- members of thie Kennedy cabinet. Includ-
tional war and counterinsurgenc.y roles. ing Defense Secretary McNamara and
17eir development became a matter of Secretary of State Dean Rusk. It might
some urgency after the administration be argued that escalating the conflit
completed an assessment of the smolder- veered from Kennedy's policy for US in-
Iag aggression in Southeast Asia and volvement. but this is a mnoot pXiint since
weighed the lessons of the Cuban mnissile the two presidents shared the samne crcle
crisis of October 1962. Concurrently, of close advisors and the situation had
Secretary McNainara directed ltheArtny to changed markedly since Kennedy's
develop organic air support capabilities death. It should be noted that General
which were in part competitive with the LeMay. who had argued unsucce"s.fully
tactical air forces.6  for strategic bombing against North Viet-

Burgeoning rivalry between the Air ham and who was often at odds with
Force and the Arny was already evident McNatnara's decisions, retired early in
when President Kennedy ordered the 1965. less than two weeks before Presi-
USAF in October 1961 to deploy its dent Johnson ordered thie FlattiIng Dail
makeshift Farm Gate detachment of retaliatory strikes against tie north and
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approved the limited Rolling Thunrif- coi Id hi' turned on the enemy anywhere
campaign employing Navy and Air Forcc and anytime it was needed.8
tactical fighters instead of strategic bom- For all the myriad problems affecting
bers. Gen John P. McConnell. who had the employment of air power in Southeast
been LeMay's chief planner at SAC for Asia (the political constraints, the frag-
four years (1953-57), became the Air mented air war). the protracted conflict
Force chief of staff. Although more had little lasting effect on Air Force roles
diplomatic than LeMay, McConnell too and missions. One noteworthy exception
had little influence on the overall direc- was a landmark Army-Air Force agree-
lion of the war.7  ment of 6 April 1966 that settled the long

Aside from the lack of a clear-cut lasting dispute over the Army's procure-
strategy for conducting the war in ment of fixed-wing transports. Satisfied
Southeast Asia, one of the major with the favorable tactical airlift support
problems confronting military com- provided by the USAF in Vietnam. the
manders was the lack of clearly articu- Army agreed that the Air Force should
lated joint doctrine. The US Strike have full responsibility for tactical airlift.
Command. established at MacDill Air All of the Anmy's Caribou transports were
Force Base. Florida, in September 1961, turned over to the Air Force on 1 January
was designed to resolve this problem but 1967. In return, the Air Force rein-
there was little discernible effect on quished all claims for rotary-wing aircraft
operations in Southeast Asia. Continu- designed and operated for intratheater
ing the pattern of the Korean conflict, all movement, fire support, and resupply of
of the military services participated In the ground forces. Meanwhile. however, the
fighting in Southeast Asia. As for the Navy and the Marine Corps provided their
Impact this had on air operations, there own airlift support in tie war zone."
was a shared spirit of cooperation among Technologically, the combat ex-
thie air forces, but there was also a com- perlence In Vietnam was an influence in
petitive edge honed by the under- shaping the present-day Air Force. What
standable inclination for each service to started in 1961 as a counterinsurgency
operate within its own system. Having experiment became a proving ground for
prepared for combat according to their the weapons and tactics of flexible
own doctrinal principles, none of the response after the war escalated in 1965.
other services willingly planed their forces The architects of today's force posture
under the Air Forces system of central- used the post-1965 buildupas theirpoint
ized control even though the air com- of departure, Much was right about the
ponent commander (a USAF general special systems (Including retrofitted
officer) was responsible to the corn- planes from earlier wars) that were
mander, Military A.ssstance Command, employed in the nmre permissive en-
Vietnam (MACV), for directing the in- virons of the war, and these lessons were
country air war. Command arrange- not discarded when the war was over.
ments for out-of-country air operations Understandably. however, and wisely It
were even more skewed. The resultant seems, yesterday's long-range planners
fragmenting of air operations was not turned primarily to the high technology
resolved satisfactorily during the war. they thought was right for future wars
even though the Army generals who com- when they laid thie groundwork for
manded MACV had confidence lit the Air today's force poslure,t0
Force's system. Gen Creighton W. Concurrent with tie fighlting it Viet-
Abrams compared the USAF's system to nam. force planners also were engaged in
4 'faucet of tremendous firepower' that the vital undertaking of strengthetitg
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flexible response capabilities that would but the Navy abandoned its F-1 pur-
counter the more menacing threat chase shortly after the program began.
against NATO Europe. Sustained combat The Air Force combat-tested F-I I Is in
operations by modem jet fighters and Vietnam. but these aircraft were not used
B-52 bombers were relevant to this task. extensively in the war. In the 1970s, as
The multiple contributions of the B-52s- the United States withdrew its forces from
ranging from support of ground forces to
the concentrated Linebacker campaigns Vietnam. the Air Force procured the F- 15
late in the war--<dispelled the myth that Eagle and the i-16 Fighting Falcon as its
ballistic missiles had rendered strategic primary tactical fighters. Designed
bombers superfluous. Consequently, the primarily as an air superiority fighter, the
Air Force gained wide congressional sup- F- 15 was employable in a variety of tacti-
port for the advanced B- 1 bomber as an cal roles. The F- 16. a compact. multirole
alternative to the B-70 bomber that Presi- aircraft, was an advanced lightweight
dent Kennedy had cancelled in 1961." fighter.13

Another influence of the war was During the 1970s. the Air Force also
reflected in the purchase of new tactical procured its first attack aircraft that was
aircraft that were more capable of per- designed exclusively for the close-air-
forming conventional air operations than support mission. The A- 10 Thunderbolt
those built during the 1950s. For most II, a rugged twin-enginejet that the Army
of the war, the USAF relied on the Navy- helped design. was an anonmalous aircraft
developed F-4 Phantom 11 as its primary within the Air Force's inventory. It was
multipurpose fighter. The F-100s and built and armed primarily as a tank killer,
F-105s. which were designed primarily which made It a welcome addition to
for delivering nuclear weapons, were used NA'I7's arsenal in Central Europe where
extensively in Vietnam, but were not numerically superior Soviet armored
skilted for thie air-to-air role. The F-4. divisions constituted a formidable con-
brought Into the Air Force inventory in ventional threat. Perhaps more than any
1963, effectively filled this void while also other new weapon system. the A-10
serving in multiple tactical air roles." reflected the new spirit of interservice

Before the war ended, the Air Force had cooperation emerging from the protracted
begun to equip some wings In Europe war in Vietnam. Closer (ooperation
with new F- 111 aircraft. Secretary among the services was essential if
MeNamara had ordered development of flexible response was to mature as a vi.
the F- I IA a joint USAF-Navy program, able military strategy."'
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Chapter 5

The Maturing of Flexible Response

FORTHE USarmed forces, the 1970sand as well. which has resulted in Intermit-
1980s could be defined as the decades of tent waves within the flow of interservice
maturing for the flexible response cooperation. Fortunately. these waves
strategy. Although the catchy phrase, have been less frequent and less divisive
which was coined by Gen Maxwell Taylor than those of earlier years.2

In the 1950s. Is not heard much One of the most publicized USAF set-
nowadays, flexible response has matured backs during the 1970s occurred when
as a national strategy. At times, the aging President Jimmy Carter kept his cam-
process has been uneven. particularly palgn promise to cancel the cost-laden
during the period of national self-retlec- B-1 bomber program. After taking office
tion which followed the withdrawal of US in January 1977. Carter opted instead to
forces from Vietnam in 1973. Yet. over modemize the B-52s to carry the new
the past decade, the strategy has leveled air-launched cruise missiles. Someone
off and Its value has been manifested in asked Gen David C. Jones, who was the
such favorable developments as the Air Force chief of staff when the B-I was
strategic arms reductions talks, the cancelled, if he had considered resigning
political changes in eastern Europe. and because of the program's cancellation. It
the effective extension of US conventional never crossed his mind, General Jones
power in transitional crises like the ones said. because It would have been totally
in Grenada. Panama, and the Persian inappropriate. 'it Is up to the military to
Gulf., make its case, and then salute smartly

Military technology thrived under once that case is made." Recalling that
flexible response. In addition to the tac- the Air Force had put together the finest
tical fighters already mentioned, the Air argument possible for the B- I. Jones said
Force gained a number of new weapon that while It was appropriate to continue
systems that increased the reach and advocating the advanced bomber in con-
readiness of American air power. These gressional testimony, he would not per-
include the E-3 airbomne wanting and sit USAF members to lobby Congress in
control system, the KC- I OA extended an attempt to overturn the decision, The
aerial refueler, the air-launched auise chief of staff knew, too, that shelved
missile, the 8-1 bomber, and. more weapon systems had a history of being
recently, the F- I 17A stealth fighter. reinstated when funds became available,
While the armed forces vied for shrinking or when the political climate changed.
post-Vietnam defense dollars, the Air The trend held true in the case of the B- 1
Force faced temporary setbacks in the when President !,,nald Reagan reversed
development of these systems as well as Carter's decision.3
others, like the US Strategic Defense Inl- The other servlces faced their share of
tliative (SDI). the MX missile, and the B-2 simtilar dilemmas. The Navy was no less
stealth bomber pogramts. The other ser- disappointed It, January 1991 when
vices experienced their sluue of setbacks Secretary of Defense Richard B. Cheney
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killed its high-priority A- 12 stealth bomb- Force's own studies suggest, Its collateral
er program because of excessive costs support for naval operations remains a
and contractor problems. At the same lucrative field for further development."
time, Secretary Cheney retained the Air It was obvious during the 1980s that
Force's B-2 stealth bomber program in the Air Force and the Army had reached
the budget (but the service had to settle a new plateau of mutual cooperation.
for a lesser number of planes than had The Army had continued to increase its
been requested).4 The Navy may even- organic air capabilities in the years since
tually win reinstatement for its A-12 pro- the Vietnam conflict, and had developed
gram, since the Air Force's operational its own AirLand Battle doctrine. In April
experience -with the F- 117 fighters in 1983. the Army organized aviation as a
Panama and in the war against Iraq separate branch to centralize manage-
proved the high value of stealth technol- ment of its air resources consistent with
ogy for future operations. the new doctrine. While there were con-

"High technology was a catch phrase flicts between the Army's AirLand Battle
for developing the military forces of the concept and traditional USAF doctrine.
late twentieth century. as was "Joint- the two services worked together to bridge
ness." The latter expressed the new their differences.?
plateau of cooperation that the military For years the dialogues between the
services had reached In dealing with the USAFs Tactical Air Command and the
joint issues from the 1970s and into the Army's Training and Doctrine Command
1990s. General Jones played a leading (TRADOC) shaped mutual cooperation in
part in reaching this plateau when he matters of concepts and doctrines. In
served as chief of staff. Air Force (CSAF) train with these dialogues, the Air Force
(1974-78) and as chairman of the Joint and Army chiefs of staff worked out an
Chiefs of Staff (JCS) (1978-82). As chief agreement on 22 May 1984 to cooperate
of staff. Jones helped infuse greater on 31 initiatives of joint concern. The
cohesion between the Air Force's roles agreement defined service respon-
and those of the other services. After sibilities in Joint war-fighting roles and
concluding an agreement with the chief provided the framework for developing
of naval operations to increase training complementary weapon systems without
with naval forces. General Jones obtained duplication. General Gabriel said that
Secretary of DefenseJames Schlesingeres the agreement affirmed the mutual
approval to arm B-52s for sea Interdie- dedication of the two services to provide
tion. Subsequently. SAC developed an the best combat capability to unified and
offensive naval warfare role for the B-52 specified commanders."
forcs and took steps to enhance the The close cooperation between the Air
"13-52's antiship capabilities.' Force and the Army manifested itself near

Another chief of staff. Gen Charles A. the end of the decade when Adm William
Gabriel. completed a follow-on agreement J. Crowe. Jr.. outgoing chairman of the
with the Navy In 1982. This agreement Joint Chiefs of Staff, recommended
frmalized joint maritime exercises in. changing roles and mission policy to
volving E-3A AWACS. F-15s. B-52s. and reflect that all four services performed the
other USAF aircraft. The Increased close-air-support function. Gen Larry
cooperation between the two services was Welch. Air Force chief of staff, and Gen
a healthy trend, although there was still Carl Vuono, Army chief of staff, dIs-
some question about Just how useful the sented--arguing that the responsibilty
Air Force's strike aircraft could be In the the Air Force had for providing close air
offsenve naval warfare role. As the Air support to the ground armies since the
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signing of the National Security Act of 1989 that he saw no reason to change
1947 should remain in force. General DOD Directive 5100.1, which codifies the
Vuono explained that Army helicopters assignment of CAS responsibilities to the
were not regarded as close-air-support Air Force." Although Powell believed that
weapons, but as integral elements of the any service could provide CAS 'as a mat-
ground commander's combat power. ter of theology," he thought that assigning
Only the fixed-wing assets could provide CAS to each service as "a primary func-
the flexibility required to cover an entire tlion"would bedetrimental to theprogress
theater. made between the Air Force and the Army

Gen Colin Powell, the new chairman of on this Issue in recent years.1 0 The value
the JCS. agreed with the Army and Air of this progress was soon played out in
Force chiefs. General Powell wrote the skies over Iraq and Kuwait.
Secretary of Defense Cheney in November
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Cha _4.-r 6

Fruits of the Goldwater-Nichols
Reorganization Act

ADMIRAL Crowe's valedictory report on to rescue American hostages in Iran in
roles and missions, which also recom- 1980 and the problems that developed
mended assigning to the Air Force more during the Grenada operation In 1983.
responsibility for military space Wunc- Moreover, the cost of new weapon sys-
tions, was mandated by the Goldwater- tetus kept rising, while the threat from the
Nichols Reorglantiation Act of 1986. The Soviet bloc appeared to be diminishing
bill. autlored by Sen Barry Goldwater after the Reagan administration's
(R-Ariz.) and Rep Bill Nichols (D-Ala.) In renewal of strategic arms reductimns
1986. made "the most sweeping revision' talks with the Soviet Union. While con-
to the joint military establishment since ductling constructive talks with the
President Eisenhower reorganized the Soviets. the administration placed a high
defense structure fi 1958. Ihe new law priority on modernizng lthe nation's
concentrated more power In the JCS str-ategic systems. Including the develop-
chairmuan and ordered reviews of the mis- ment of the antimissile Strategic Defense
slon. responsibilities (including Initiative (SDI) program commonly
geographic bouidaries). wid forcv struc- known is 1tar Wars."'
tures of the unliled and specifl-d com- By the 1980s. space telutoloWy had
balatil commands. Ultimately. this becrome a vital elemenrte of national
review resulted fit creating the US securily- pening -a snew tedlun of war-
Traunsportation Contuanmd in 1987 to fare' that overarrhed the mediumits of
oversee tie Joint deploynent system for land. ,ea. and air. Ihse terile were
Ilad. sea, and air ompontents. Fitnally. altealy relying oin splwv1.xis•d systems
tle new law strengthested tIle autiority for comimtications. surv•l1antm, and
of the combatant cmmsnanders over their navigation, and the adventt of 51) meant
foarce and subordinate componenlt com- that the tinitidgtion of w.apons IntoO
nuanders. and confirmed that the chain of spare w5is near. In No%etber i .84. as
comnmuid ran from tie p•esident to the Naitonal Aeronautics anid Space Ad-
sereWtary of delense to the combatlant ministration (NASA) p•epared to rocket
cnmaunders. its first secret shuttle ildalon Into space.

EnactmentI of the Goldwater-Nil•hols tie Peitagon annuouncd tt IlYesident
Art catme at a time when Joint doctrite. Reagan lad approved forming a urdiled
joint platnnis% and the deve4opment of eonuuatid to manage the space opera-
compatible m1litary systems haid bIeome tions of all tlse service'. Subsequelntly.
matters of grave oncern. After the Vilt- the US Space Cotmnand (USSPACECOM)
nam War. the armed formes ctotinued to was established at Peterson AlB.
be critidced for their perceived "tlnel- Colorado. with an Air 1orce .geiiendtlt cer
lnes" in conducting even small joint In coininand and a Navy admnral as
opeations, suds as the abortive wlssaw deputy. Thiese developments were the
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prelude to Admiral Crowe's recommenda- The real proof of roles and missions
tion in September 1989 that the Air Force efficacy and that of improvements
should have primary responsibility for enacted by the Goldwater-Nichols Act
defending the United States against would come on the battlefield. Except for
space attack, for gaining and maintaining the limited use of military force to bring
US supremacy in space. and for defeating Manuel Norlega to justice in Panama, the
enemy space forces.3 first test of enhanced joint war fighting

Although the Crowe proposal provided came when President George Bush
for space functions contributing to land ordered US Central Command
and maritime operations to remain under (USCENTCOM) to deploy to the Persian
Army and Navy control, critics feared that Gulf in August 1990 after Iraqi forces
the move would eventually consolidate all invaded Kuwait. Although Central Corn-
space authority within the Air Force-a mand was not a product of the Goldwater-
permanent USAF preeminence in space. Nichols Act (the command was
Some opponents argued that the next established on I January 1983 as a re-
step would be to replace the unified space placement for the Rapid Deployment
command with a specified command, Joint Task Force). the provisions of tihe
similar to SAC. under sole control of the Act had helped make it a model unifled
Air Force. When Generad Powell replaced conmmand. Headquartered at MacDill
Admiral Crowe as chairman, he told AF13, Florida, Central Conmmand had no
,Secretary of Defense Cheney that he forcs actually assItgned in pea-etie. but
believed his predecessor's space propo.,ad had designated components which
would mnake "not only eltctive but also provided combat forces during wartime.
efficient use of our military fore•s," Tlhe coinniand conducted peacetime field

General Powell cotmmended the re- training exercises of component forces
quireenwt under the Goldwater-Nichols and developed appropriate plans for
Act that the JCS ehainnan provide a roles operations in its geographic areas of
and miissions study whenever directed by responsibility (northeast Africa and
tfie secretary of defenise, but not less than southwest Asia). The conimand
every three years. Admiral Crowe's developed a Joint plan that was tailor-
rendering of Seplember 1989 was the first made when the president ordered a
such report. Not a consensus docunment, respon'e to the Iraqi lnvasion,

It gave tile unique pe|spettive of the JCS I1le deploymentit phase (Demest Shield)
chairnan, 1ihe- studies would rnmove ofthe buildup to protect Saudi Arabia and
rolat and nissions "fron the status of neighboring Moalition patlners was sup-
Icon.' Powell thouglht, and would put II in ported by US Transportation Comniand
tle cont1xt of an ongoing working doms- with air. sea. and land fortes deploying
inent of the Departmnu-nt of Dfetnsm. Such from both the Ctonftinental United Statft
dlexibility for ehaltge was extretnely I1a- and overseas locations. Unlike the
piolant In view of rapidly changhig worki skewed monmmand arrangenwots dohrtmln
shtuations such as ithe Collapse of tile the Vilernmzn conflict, all forc deployed
Soviet blo. tile r•uiting of Gerimany. under De-sert Shield lincluding spxcified
mnd the dra-,lown of US fortes ins NAID. conunand fort", like SAC's bombers and
The uncvrtainlly and instabiity acrc'O- tankers) fell under US "entrat Cotunanud.
panlying thi1s thaw in tile Oold war cotuniandrd by Army General Nonnant
dem-uauded responsive and efflikcous ad- SchMrJMIfA. Uipxm arrMIal 1i the fo0WOi'd
Jus1in1ents in tile forer slnortures and area. Colinulal-r in chief. CeotrAl Colno
Joint war-fighting capabilities of tlie ntand. L% nrot a lprttmannt Armly bWi•l.
amed forcms. however: General Sehwarxkopfs
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predecessor, Gen George B. Crist, was a tactical doctrine, but did so within the
US Marine Corps officer. The Navy and cot ,_xt of core doctrine taught by the Air
the Marine Corps had opposed the Force. The air campaign was planned
Goldwater-Nichols Act, especially the under the centralized direction of the air
creation of US Transportation Command component commander, but foi
and the concentration of more authorekv decentralized execution by participating
in the hands of the JCS chairman, out forces. By all accounts, the air campaign
they adjusted to the compromise. And was char ,cterized by carefully or-
both services performed vital roles in the chestrated mulLaational strike opera-
Desert Shield buildup and In subsequent ions comprised of cohesive real-time
Desert Storm operations. intelligence gathering and interpreting,

Military analysts and historians will critical pinpoint targeting, and sustained
debate the pros and cons of the Desert precision strikes. Air missions were
Storm experience for months and years fragged and executed under the centhal
to come, but early evidence suggests that direction of General Schwarkopfs air
the campaign may have been the most component commander, Lt Gen Charles
efficient and effective application of com- Homer (USAF). according to a combined,
bined air forces (combined arms, as well) Integrated air plan. The results speak
since World War II. Judging from this well for the Joint application of air
evidence, the individual services flew doctrine.6
their air missions according to their own
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Chapter 7

Implications for Future Planning

THE Goldwater-Nichols Act and the Gulf fragile and uncertain the political future
war are certain to have a profound in- could be. US forces must stay ready to
fluence on evolving service positions deploy rapidly to any area where US
within the Joint arena. From past trends, security interests may be at risk. And
one can Judge that the Goldwater- instability within the Soviet Union
Nichols-directed periodic roles and mis- coupled with the events in the Persian
sions review and the ongoing study of Gulf inter-upted the US-Soviet progiess
Desei t Shield/Desert Storm--coupled Ir reducing strategic arms. These situa-
with a healtLy mix of budgetary, political. tions tend to justify the high costs of SDI
and foreign policy Input-will provide and other state-of-the-art weapon sys-
answers to questions of Joint doctrine, tems that are needed to defend the United
force levels, and force composition for States from strategic attack.3
years to come. Military analysts have The Gulf war experience should help
studied the Gulf experience 'as a key to quantify the armed forces requirements
determining America's readiness to for rapid deployment capabilities (airlift
defend its security interests in the post- and sea lift) for future contingencies. An
Cold War Era' from the commencement important feature of the Desert Shield
of the US force buildup during the late phase of the war was that the United
suntnter of 1990. Their tqtudy will con- States had several months to build tip Its
tinue long after the troops come home.' forces befbre beginning the Des.rt Storm

Reminiscent of debates in the Pen- combat operation--a luxuy th1kw may
tagon during the late 1950s and early not be available In future conflicts. Force
1960s, some military analysts argued planning must amlso consider Lte roles
before the Gulf crisis that the receding that prepositioning and access to bases
Soviet threat portended a policy shift played in the Desert Shield deployment.
back to nunall wars or interventions. They In areau uf known present and potential
suggested that the high technology security risk, these matters must be
wexapons deployed in Europe against the negotiated beforehand: we dare not await
Warsaw Pact threat had outlived their the thie of actual intervention.4
usefulness in a post-cold war environ- From the airman's perspective, the
ment. The crisis In the Gulf silenced brilliant success of the Defert Storm air
these argutments-at least temporarily, campaign has special lessons for joint
While US forces will need to stay ready to planners. The campaign repeated the
respond to threats at the lov r end of the pattern of participation by air. sea. and
warfare spectrum, the decisive air cam- land forces, but ihem was a distinct dif-
paign against Iraq upheld the wisdom of femnce between the employment of these
keeping the US technological edge in forces in Desert Storm mad the way they
high-intensity warffre.' were employed during the Korean and

Further. the Instability of Eastern Vietumm conflicts. Due in large measure
Europe remunded milltary planners how to the greater authority vested In the
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combatant commander by the Goldwater- campaign "a remarkable performance by
Nichols Act, there was more cohesion and the coalition air forces." It was, he added,
unity in the joint employment of military "the first time in history that a field army
forces during Desert Storm than at has been defeated by air power."'
anytime in the past 40-plus years. This In future roles and missions forums,
seems to have been true of all aspects of each of the services will have hard com-
Desert Storm, inciuding the naval block- promises to make. These will entail such
ade and ground operations, but especial- key areas as military hardware, force
ly so in the combined air campaign.5  levels, and joint doctrines. Such corn-

For the Air Force, this was the first promises arc unavoidable as military re-
pure application of its core doctrine in quirements undergo the tough scrutiny
joint or combined operations since World demanded from budget cuts and shifts in
War II: and the results were favorably foreign policy. For the present, it seems
conclusive. Centrally planned and ex- that GoldwaterNlchols has provided the
ecuted with near-flawless precision by right formula for making such adjust-
the air component commander and his ments in the interest of national security
combined staff, the campaign to win air with minimum discomfort to the in-
supremacy, to destroy the war-making dividual services. In Desert Shield/
infrastructure of the enemy, and to iso- Desert Storm, Central Command
late the battlefield was classic in its ap- provided the model for how this formula
plication. The rapid success of the works on the battlefield. For the efilcacy
ensuing ground campaign suggests that of American air power, can there be a
air power had virtually completed the better model than the unified Desert
objective, which General Powell described Stoma air operations? And they were
as "first we will cut off the enemy's head conducted without abrogating the In-
and then we will kill him, before the tegrity of the tactical doctrines of the
ground war started. Air Force Chief of Individual servicesi
Staff Gen Mengll A, MePeak called the air
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